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I first learned about space-filling curves when my grad school advisor showed me the Hilbert curve.
Take a square and subdivide it into four squares, then draw a path through the centers of the four
squares. That’s the first order curve. For the second order curve, subdivide each of the four squares into
four smaller squares, each with a first order Hilbert curve (two of them rotated sideways) and connect
them to form a path that passes through the centers of the sixteen small squares.

Continuing to iterate but without explicitly drawing the subdivisions:

In the limit, the curve passes through every point in the square, hence the term “space-filling.” The
Peano curve does the same thing by subdividing each square into nine instead of four smaller squares.
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I decided to attempt to create space-filling curves on more interesting shapes, in particular shapes
that can be tiled aperiodically. Here is one, called the “chair tiling.” The shape is an ell; think of it as
three quarters of a square. It can be subdivided into four similar ells in three different orientations:

The space-filling curve then traverses each subdivision in turn. I’ve filled it with gray because the curve
itself forms a loop:

Here is the curve by itself:
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Let’s keep going a few more iterations:

Here’s a variation where the path passes through the reflex angle of each ell instead of the center of the
middle square:

Here’s a variation where the path passes through the center of the missing square (outside the ell):

Here are two ells side by side with a single path (filled) to form the net of a cube. Cut the shape out
and make five creases, then tape it together to form the cube.
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This is cool, but what I really wanted to tackle was the Penrose tiling of kites and darts. Unfortunately,
the deflation rules for Penrose tiles aren’t bounding volume hierarchical; when you subdivide a kite or a
dart you get smaller kites and darts that extend beyond the borders of the original kite or dart. Halfkites and half-darts (also known as Robinson triangles) can be subdivided cleanly, however, and when I
realized that a pentagon can be divided into a half-kite and two half-darts, I knew what to do.

For G4G12, here are twelve pentagons arranged in the net of a dodecahedron, with a space-filling
curve on it.
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Skipping ahead two iterations and filling:
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As far as I know this work is novel, but I have yet to consult with experts in the field. In order to
produce a space-filling curve on the chair tiling I had to work out rules for five different cases (depending
on whether I wished to traverse the ell from opposite corner to opposite corner or some other pair of
corners) but I’m happy with the result. I’m a little less pleased with the space-filling curve on the
pentagon; I had to make some uncomfortable compromises, such as crossing from one region to another
region bordered only at a vertex and not an edge. This seemed unavoidable, however. The fact that the
graph has vertices of high degree also means that the curve keeps approaching the same point, which is
less aestheticly pleasing to me.
I learned about the chair tiling and the Robinson triangle decomposition of Penrose tiles respectively
from Wikipedia articles:
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aperiodic_tiling
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrose_tiling
I also found https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space-filling_curve useful background reading. Finally, I used the net of a dodecahedron that I found at http://www.se16.info/js/circumnavcubetetra.
htm.
I will put some version of this paper at http://fredhenle.net/g4g12/. If you would like to correspond with me on this or any other topic, please send me email at fredhenle@gmail.com.
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